Hartz Ultra Guard Flea & Tick Collar for Cats and Kittens

**Full Body Protection**

- **Kills:** Fleas & Ticks
- **7 Month Protection**
- **Break Away Collar**
- **Water Resistant Fresh Scent**

**To Activate Collar:** Hold at each end and stretch to activate insecticide generator. The collar will begin to kill fleas and ticks simultaneously or within 30 days before or after treatment.

**Storage and Disposal:**
- Keep this product in its tightly closed original container, when not in use. Store in a cool, dry place.
- Pesticide Storage:
  - Keep this product in its tightly closed original container, when not in use. Store in a cool, dry place.
  - Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and water. If signs continue, consult a veterinarian.

**First Aid:**
- **If Swallowed:** Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor.
- **If Inhaled:** Remove victim to fresh air.
- **If in the Eyes:** Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing.

**Caution:**
- Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Do not use on kittens under 12 weeks of age. Do not unroll STRETCH TO ACTIVATE INSECTICIDE GENERATOR. It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**Precautionary Statements:**
- **FD&C Yellow No. 5, FD&C Red No. 40, FD&C Blue No. 1, PIGMENT RED 168, PIGMENT VIOLET 19, PIGMENT GREEN 7, PIGMENT ORANGE 60, PIGMENT BLUE 15:**
- **Water Resistant Fresh Scent:**

**Flea & Tick Collar for Cats and Kittens**

**7 Month Protection**

**Do Not Let Children Play With This Collar.**

**Do not use on kittens under 12 weeks of age.**

**Precautionary Statements**

**ITF Codes**

- **Date:** 2018-04-05
- **Spec:** 537724
- **File Printed @ 100%**

**History:**
- 08/20/13 - jr@ - new
- 10/07/13 - jr@ - new
- 10/14/13 - jr@ - revise collar graphic
- 10/11/13 - jr@ - changes per regulatory
- 11/14/13 - jr@ - release to Standard
- 03/16/16 - jr@ - new dieline, revision to topicals, new claims
- 03/16/16 - jr@ - release to Standard
- 03/16/16 - jr@ - change callout to Full Body Protection, re-release to Standard
- 04/08/16 - jr@ - new rm and ITF codes
- 09/09/16 - jr@ - new dieline, prop 65 language
- 09/15/16 - jr@ - new rm, new ITF
- 09/16/16 - jr@ - release to Standard
- 09/21.16 R- change Warning to Notice in Prop 65
- 05/31/17 - jr@ - new Prop 65 master label
- 09/25/17 - jr@ - more changes to storage info
- 11/17/18 - jr@ - graphic update
- 12/18/18 - jr@ - release to Standard